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Abstract—Secret key generation (SKG) is a fundamental signal
processing problem for security applications including wireless
network security and biometric template security. For SKG, a pair
(or more) of highly correlated secret vectors (SVs) need to be respec-
tively quantized into a pair (or more) of almost identical sequences
of binary bits (i.e., keys). The literatures on SKG in the wireless
community almost uniformly default on a direct quantization on
SVs. On the other hand, many works on biometric template security
advocate a quantization on the output of a one-way function of SVs.
In this paper, we present a generalized approach for SKG called
continuous encryption before quantization (CEbQ). By CEbQ, a
pair of SVs of limited dimension are first transformed by a continu-
ous encryption function into a pair of sequences of quasi-continuous
pseudorandom numbers (QCPRNs) of any desired length, and
then these QCPRNs are quantized into keys. We show that CEbQ
can yield a much lower key error rate than direct quantization
subject to standardized randomness tests. Comparisons with other
methods are also provided.

Index Terms—Biometric security, continuous encryption, net-
work security, quantization, secret key generation, wireless
security.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ECRET key generation (SKG) is a long standing problem
for network security applications. For wireless security, a

pair of nodes (Alice and Bob) in a wireless network can exploit
their reciprocal channel state information to generate a secret
key, e.g., see [1]–[19]. Such a key shared by Alice and Bob
can be then used as a symmetric key for information encryption
between them over any networks [20]. For biometric security, a
biometric feature of a person can be collected to generate a secret
key for future authentication of this person over any networks,
e.g., see [21]–[26].

We can view the biometric feature vector collected from
a person at one time as the secret vector of “Alice” and a
corresponding biometric feature vector collected from the same
person at a future time as the secret vector of “Bob”. This
connection allows the problem of SKG to transcend both fields of
wireless security and biometric security. However, unlike many
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prior works on information-theoretic capacities of SKG, e.g.,
see [27]–[29], this paper focuses on practical algorithms for SKG
with useful tradeoffs.

A central issue of SKG is how to best transform a pair of highly
correlated secret vectors (SVs) at Alice and Bob respectively
into a pair of nearly identical sequences of binary bits (i.e., keys).
The SVs are in practice quasi-continuous (due to finite precision
of real number representation). Since the two SVs collected at
Alice and Bob are generally not equal, the probability of the
generated keys being unequal, i.e., key error rate (KER), is
generally nonzero. So a central objective of SKG is to minimize
KER.

The major steps of SKG for both wireless security and biomet-
ric security are: extraction of SVs which should be maximally
correlated with each other and contain the minimal amount of
non-secret, quantization of SVs with KER as small as possible,
and reconciliation and privacy amplification for improved key,
e.g., see [4], [5]. In this paper, we focus on the problem of
quantization to turn a pair of SVs into a pair of keys with any
length, small KER and sufficient randomness.

To reduce KER caused by quantization of SVs, there are
two approaches: guardband quantization (GQ) and adaptive
quantization (AQ). The GQ approach was proposed in [1] and
further studied in [2], [3], [6]–[9], [11] and [12], where the range
of each parameter in a feature vector is partitioned into a number
of quantization regions separated by guardbands. When the
realization of a parameter falls onto a guardband, that realization
is discarded. Using guardbands helps to reduce KER but at a
cost of key size. The AQ approach was proposed in [13] and
further studed in [2], [14]–[19] under such names as coset source
coding and over-quantization, where each parameter of a feature
vector is assigned with multiple interleaved sub-quantizers. For
each realization of a parameter, Alice determines the best sub-
quantizer based on her measurement, and Bob is informed of
this via public channel. Both Alice and Bob effectively apply
the same sub-quantizer to quantize their measurements of the
corresponding parameter respectively. Unlike the GQ approach,
the AQ approach allows more cooperation between Alice and
Bob and is more adaptive to each realization of a random
parameter. Prior studies such as [2] suggest that the AQ approach
in general outperforms the GQ approach in terms of robustness
against the noises in SVs.

The above works on quantization all apply a direct quan-
tization (DQ) on SVs. But many prior works on biometric
template security, such as random projection (RP) [21], [22],
dynamic random projection (DRP) [23], [24] and others [25],
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Fig. 1. Illustration of CEbQ for SKG.

[26], advocate indirect quantization on SVs, e.g., quantization
on the output of a continuous one-way transformation of a secret
biometric feature vector to produce cancellable passwords. But
the keys from RP and DRP fail to pass randomness tests.

In this paper, we present a generalized approach for SKG
as shown in Fig. 1, also referred to as continuous encryption
before quantization (CEbQ). By CEbQ, we first use a continuous
encryption function (CEF) [30] to encrypt a pair of highly corre-
lated SVs of limited dimension into a pair of sequences of quasi-
continuous pseudorandom numbers (QCPRNs) of any desired
length. Unlike the conventional PRNs-generators, the desired
CEF must be a continuous function of SV. These QCPRNs are
then quantized into keys. The quality of keys will be measured
by not only KER but also correlation tests and randomness tests.

In section II, we further discuss the properties of a desired
CEF needed in Fig. 1, introduce a singular-value-decomposition
(SVD) based CEF, and explain why the SVD-CEF yields the
desired QCPRNs. In section III, we provide simulation results
to demonstrate the advantage of CEbQ using SVD-CEF over DQ
and two other indirect quantization methods. We will highlight
the impact of a leakage of SVs (due to over-quantization) on
KER for several methods.

II. CONTINUOUS ENCRYPTION BEFORE QUANTIZATION

1) CEF and QCPRNS: As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed
SKG method requires a CEF to produce QCPRNs from SVs.
We will use the expression yk = fk(x) to denote a CEF with
x ∈ RN as its N × 1 real-valued input vector and yk as its kth
real-valued output sample with k ≥ 1. We say that a CEF can
produce a sequence of QCPRNs if the following conditions are
met: 1) The output of the CEF has a practically indefinite length;
2) The CEF is continuous, i.e., the output of the CEF has a finite
sensitivity to a small perturbation on the input of the CEF; 3)
The CEF is hard to invert, i.e., given any parts of yk with k ≥ 1,
there is no known method with a polynomial complexity in terms
of N (i.e., Np for p < ∞) to determine an estimate x̂ of the
input (or an estimate ŝ(x) of a substitue input) such that yk =
fk(x) ≈ fk(x̂) (or yk = gk(s(x)) ≈ gk(ŝ(x))) for all k ≥ 1;
4) It can be verified empirically that the distribution of yk is
invariant to k when x consists of N independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) entries; and 5) It can be verified empirically
that yk with 1 ≤ k ≤ K have near-zero correlations with K �
N and x consisting of i.i.d. entries.

The above notions of QCPRNs as the output of a desired CEF
are similar to those defined for a good CEF in [30]. Such a
good CEF is from a family of SVD-CEFs, which is described as
follows. Let Qk,l ∈ RN×N be a pseudorandom unitary matrix
for each pair of k and l where l = 1, . . . , N and k ≥ 1. Both the
seed and algorithm for generating these pseudorandom matrices
are assumed to be in the public domain. For each of k ≥ 1, define

a modulated matrix of x as Mk,x = [Qk,1x, . . . ,Qk,Nx]. A
SVD-CEF could define its kth output sample as any component
of the SVD ofMk,x, which would makexgenerally hard to com-
pute from the output samples. But for desired statistical proper-
ties, we choose the kth output sample yk of the SVD-CEF to be
an entry (such as the 1st entry) of the left principal singular vector
uk,x,1 of Mk,x. Note that Mk,xM

T
k,x =

∑N
l=1 Qk,lxx

TQT
k,l.

So, X
.
= xxT is a valid substitute input of the SVD-CEF.

It is obvious from the above description of the SVD-CEF
that yk is a nonlinear function of x, yk is invariant to the norm
‖x‖, yk is a continuous function of x for almost all x subject to
a typical (randomly chosen) set Qk,1:N

.
= {Qk,l; 1 ≤ l ≤ N},

and the sensitivity of yk to a perturbation on x depends on the
corresponding Qk,1:N . Other properties of the SVD-CEF are
discussed below.

2) Hardness to Invert SVD-CEF: It is shown empirically
in [30]–[32] that the SVD-CEF is hard to invert due to the fact
that finding the solution of the input x (up to a scalar and sign) or
the substitute input X from any subset of yk for k ≥ 1 amounts
to solving a set of 2nd-order multivariate polynomial equations
in more than N unknowns.

3) Noise Sensitivity of SVD-CEF: Without loss of generality,
we can writexB = xA + ∂xwhere∂x is the difference between
the two secret vectors at Alice and Bob. Using the same SVD-
CEF, if yk,A is the output at Alice from xA, then the output at
Bob from xB can be written as yk,B = yk,A + ∂yk. It is clear
that we do not want ∂yk to be too sensitive to ∂x. Let SNRin =
‖xA‖2

E{‖∂x‖2} be the input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at Bob, and

SNRout,k =
‖yk,A‖2

E∂x{‖∂yk‖2} be the output SNR at Bob for each k.
A figure-of-merit (FoM) of the SVD-CEF for each k can be

defined as ηk,xA

.
=
√

SNRin
SNRout,k

, which measures how much the

input noise for Bob (relative to Alice’s input) is amplified at the
output for Bob.

Theorem 1: Assume that ∂x consists of i.i.d. entries with
zero mean and an arbitrarily small variance. Then, ηk,xA

=√
1
N

∑N−1
j=1 σ2

j where σ1 > · · · > σN = 0 are the singular val-
ues of

T =

⎛
⎝ N∑

j=2

1

λ1 − λj
uk,xA,ju

T
k,xA,j

⎞
⎠

·
(

N∑
l=1

Qk,l

[
(xT

AQ
T
k,luk,xA,1)IN + xAu

T
k,xA,1Qk,l

])

(1)

which has the rank N − 1, and uk,xA,j and λj are the jth pair
of eigenvector and eigenvalue of Mk,xA

MT
k,xA

. Here, λj is in
the descending order.

Proof: See the proof of (62) in [30]. �
It is important to note that for givenxA andQk,1:N , ηk,xA

can
be computed by Alice. For example, if ηk0,xA

is larger than a
threshold, Alice can inform Bob (i.e., the left dash arrow line in
Fig. 1) so that they can both avoid the use of the corresponding
Qk0,1:N . In this way, the noise amplification by the SVD-CEF is
under a control. In theory, an attacker may gain some information
about xA from knowing ηk0,xA

exceeding a threshold. But
computing xA from this knowledge does not seem trivial.
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The above theorem also explains why an entry of the principal
eigenvector (instead of other eigenvectors) of Mk,xM

T
k,x is

chosen as the output of the SVD-CEF. See 1
λ1−λj

in (1).
4) Statistics of QCPRNs From SVD-CEF: It is shown em-

pirically via simulation in [30] that if N is moderate or large
(such as N ≥ 15), Qk,1:N is typical and x has the Gaussian
distribution N (0, σ2

xIN ), then the probability density function
(PDF) of yk is approximately given by

fyk
(y) = CN (1− y2)

N−3
2 (2)

with CN = Γ(N/2)√
πΓ((N−1)/2)

and −1 < y < 1. This known PDF
of yk is important for optimal quantization on yk. (In fact, the
PDF of yk is relatively invariant to the PDF of the i.i.d. entries
of x because each entry of Mk,x is a weighted sum of the
entries in x and hence tends to be Gaussian in general. This
gives an additional advantage to CEbQ over direct quantization
(DQ) on x. Without a good knowledge of the PDF of x, the
performance of a DQ on x generally suffers.) Furthermore, we
have observed via simulation that for a typical set Q1:K,1:N

.
=

{Q1,1:N , . . . ,QK,1:N}, the output samples of the SDV-CEF,
i.e., y1, y2, . . . , yK , have near-zero (normalized) correlations.

The above can be explained by the following analysis.
Assume x ∼ N (0, σ2

xIN ). Then E{X} = E{xxT } = σ2
xIN .

Let Rk,x = Mk,xM
T
k,x and W = X− σ2

xIN . It follows

that Rk,x = R′
k,x +Nσ2

xIN with R′
k,x =

∑N
l=1 Qk,lWQT

k,l.
Clearly, Rk,x and R′

k,x have the same eigenvectors. It also fol-
lows that E{W} = 0, E{w2

i,i} = 2σ4
x, E{w2

i,j} = σ4
x for i �= j,

and E{wi,jwl,m} = 0 for (i, j) �= (l,m).
Let qk,l,i be the ith column of Qk,l. Then R′

k,x =∑N
s=1

∑N
v=1(

∑N
l=1 qk,l,sq

T
k,l,v)ws,v . Let Gk,s,v =

∑N
l=1

qk,l,sq
T
k,l,v. Then

R′
k,x =

N∑
s=1

Gk,s,sws,s +
∑

N≥s>v≥1

(Gk,s,v +GT
k,s,v)ws,v

(3)
where we have applied ws,v = wv,s. We see that R′

k,x consists
of N(N + 1)/2 uncorrelated terms corresponding to ws,v for
s ≥ v. Each term typically has the full rank N .

The principal eigenvector of R′
k,x is therefore highly depen-

dent on W. Based on the variances of ws,v , we see that the
N(N + 1)/2 uncorrelated terms in (3) have about the same
weight on R′

k,x. For this reason, we can conjecture that the prin-
cipal eigenvector uk,x of R′

k,x tends to appear uniformly on the
N − 1 dimensional sphere of unit radius SN−1(1). Assuming
that uk,x is uniform on SN−1(1), the PDF of yk as shown in (2)
can be proven (see proof of (82) in [30]).

Also, since R′
m,x depends on a set of basis matrices totally

different from those of R′
k,x for k �= m, the trajectory of um,x

is hence uncorrelated with that of uk,x as W or equivalently
x changes. This explains why the output values of the SVD-
CEF, i.e., yk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K (even with a large K � N ), have
near-zero correlations.

5) Adaptive Quantization: Finally, to complete the descrip-
tion of CEbQ, we now discuss an adaptive quantizer (AQ) or
over-quantization algorithm shown in [2]. This algorithm is
summarized below:

For each of yk,A and yk,B , the number of desired bits (per
QCPRN sample) is set to be m. Alice and Bob share the same
L-level equiprobable quantizer QL where L = 2m+l and the
boundary values, ti for i = 0, . . . , L, satisfy

∫ ti
−1 fyk

(y)dy = i
L .

A sample that falls into [ti, ti+1) will be quantized to the integer
i represented by the standard m+ l bits.

For each k, Alice uses QL to quantize yk,A into m+ l
bits. She keeps the m most significant bits (MSBs) as the
kth part of her key KA of total key length Lkey = mK and
transmits to Bob publicly the l least significant bits (LSBs). The
l LSBs do not reveal any information about the m MSBs if
yk,A for all k are independent. In simulation, we will choose
l = 0, 1, 3.

For each k, Bob obtains C2m,k consisting of the center
points of a subset of 2m intervals from QL, corresponding to
the l LSBs received from Alice. Bob then determines jk =
arg mincj∈C2m,k

|yk,B − cj |. The m-bit representation of jk are
the kth part of his key KB of total key length Lkey = mK.

If KA = KB , there is no key error. Otherwise, a key error
occurs. The key error rate (KER) will be based on R = 104

realizations of yk,A and yk,B with k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, which cor-
respond to R = 104 random realizations of each of xA and w
subject to xB = xA +w and a fixed Q1:K,1:N . We will choose
xA ∼ N (0, IN ) andw ∼ N (0, 1

SNRx
I)whereSNRx denotes the

SNR in xB relative to xA.
Note that for DQ on xA and xB , yk,A and yk,B for k =

1, . . . ,K in the algorithm will be replaced by the entries of
xA and xB respectively, and hence K = N and Lkey = mN .
Also the PDF fyk

(y) in the algorithm needs to be replaced by
the PDF of the entry of x. For most applications, xA and xB

have the same PDF.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In this section, we will refer to CEbF using SVD-CEF simply
as SVD-CEF.

1) Prior Methods for SKG Using Indirect Quantization: In
the field of biometric template security, there have been many
efforts on using continuous one-way functions to transform a
secret vector before quantization to obtain so called cancellable
passwords, e.g., see [22] and [24]. Two notable such transfor-
mations are random projection (RP) [21] and dynamic random
projection (DRP) [23]. But these two transformations can be
both inverted with a polynomial complexity [30]. Moreover,
the output samples of RP are highly correlated with each other,
which after quantization results in a key with highly correlated
bits. So, we will not further consider RP. For DRP, we will
consider the “Function II” version in [23], which can be de-
scribed as follows. A N × 1 secret vector x is first transformed
into a K × 1 vector v = Rx with R being an orthonormal
pseudorandom matrix, then the kth entry vk of v is quantized
(or “indexed”) into an integer lk subject to 1 ≤ lk ≤ L which is
then used to determine one ofL pseudorandom Gaussian vectors
a1,k, . . . ,aL,k. Thekth output of DRP is yk = aTlk,kx, which can
be then quantized into a key. In our simulation, we will use the
AQ for quantizing vk with L = N/2, and also for quantizing yk
for each k into 1 bit, which is an improved version from [23].
For the resulting key of each realization of x, Lkey = K.
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TABLE I
PEAK CORRELATION VALUES OF BITS IN KEYS

Fig. 2. KER versus Lkey = N
2 log2(1 + SNRx).

Another method to turn x into a key is called index-of-max
(IoM) hashing [25]. For each of 1 ≤ k ≤ K, IoM first generates
V pseudorandom permutations of x, then produces a vector
vk by computing the element-wise products of the V vectors,
and finally determines the index of the largest entry in vk. The
resulting key has the size Lkey = K log2 N . As shown in [30],
IoM can be inverted with a complexity no more than O(2N ),
and its KER is not as good as the SVD-CEF. In this section, we
will provide further results on IoM assuming V = 3.

2) Correlation Tests: A basic requirement on a generated key
is that the bits in the key should be practically uncorrelated with
each other subject to x consisting of independent entries and all
used pseudorandom transformations being fixed. To test the cor-
relation, we map each key of Lkey bits, generated from x, onto
an Lkey × 1 vector b consisting of 1’s and −1’s (corresponding
to 1’s and 0’s). We are interested in the largest off-diagonal
element in Cb = Ex{bbT }, i.e., cmax = maxi�=j |(Cb)i,j |. Ta-
ble I compares cmax. For Lkey = 512 (and N = 16), DQ would
need to extract out 32 bits per entry of x and was not feasible
on our computer. For other choices of Lkey , we see that DQ
and SVD-CEF have comparable values of cmax, which are much
smaller than those of DRP and IoM. This result is based on
2× 104 realizations of x ∼ N (0, IN ) with N = 16.

3) Key Error Rate: To compare the KERs, we set Lkey =
N
2 log2(1 + SNRx) which is the theoretical limit, i.e., mu-

tual information between xA and xB = xA +w where xA ∼
N (0, IN ) and w ∼ N (0, 1

SNRx
IN ). Fig. 2 is based on R = 104

realizations ofxA andwwithN = 16. In Fig. 2,m is the number
of secret bits per yk, and l is the number of over-quantized bits.
The latter also corresponds to a leakage of xA for DQ, a leakage
of vk and yk for DRP, and a leakage of yk for SVD-CEF. We
see that the DQ fails badly in terms of KER for all SNRx with or
without leakage, and so does DRP without leakage. With some
leakage, both DRP and SVD-CEF can have rather small KERs
at a high SNRx. In principle, the leakage for DQ does not reduce
the secrecy of the key assuming statistical independence of the
entries inxA. But the leakage for DRP and SVD-CEF potentially

Fig. 3. The p-values of 15 randomness tests.

does due to the use of CEF. But unlike DRP, SVD-CEF is hard
to invert from yk [30], and hence the leakage for SVD-CEF
is hard to be exploited by attacker. For pruned SVD-CEF, the
realizations of Q1:K,1:N with ηk,xA

> 2.5 were dropped. Note
that the quality of the keys from DRP in terms of the peak
correlation was shown to be bad. It is shown next that DRP
also fails on standardized randomness tests.

4) Randomness Tests: Finally, we consider 15 tests of ran-
domness [33]: T1-Frequency test (monobit); T2-Frequency test
within a block; T3-Run Test; T4-Longest Run of ones in a
block; T5-Binary matrix rank test; T6-Discrete Fourier trans-
form (spectral) test; T7-Non-overlapping template matching
test; T8-Overlapping template matching test; T9-Maurer’s uni-
versal statistical test; T10-Linear complexity test; T11-Serial
test A; T12-Serial test B; T13-Approximate entropy test; T14-
Cummulative sums (forward) test; T15-Cummulative sums (re-
verse) test. Each test was done on a binary sequence of RLkey

bits, consisting of concatenated R keys from R realizations of
x ∼ N (0, IN ) with R = 4× 104 and N = 16 (and all other
parameters are fixed). The p-values of these tests are shown
in Fig. 3. We see that DRP and IoM failed on a number of
tests while DQ and SVD-CEF pass all tests with their p-values
larger than 0.01. More interestingly, for Lkey = 512, while DQ
could not deliver any key, the key from SVD-CEF still passed
all randomness tests (including the random excursions test [33]
not shown here).

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel method for SKG. Simulation
results show that at a moderate or high SNR, subject to a required
quality of key randomness, and comparing to other methods
based on DQ, DRP and IoM, the proposed method called CEbQ
has the best reliability in terms of KER. The main reason for
this improved reliability is that after continuous encryption,
a lower rate quantizer per encrypted sample can be applied
without reduction of key size. Furthermore the SVD-CEF used
with CEbQ is a good QCPRNs-generator, which ensures a good
randomness of a long key generated from a secret vector of
a limited dimension. A controlled leakage for both DRP and
SVD-CEF due to over-quantization yields a major improvement
or reduction of KER. Future research on the security impact of
such leakage is needed.
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